Private Candle Collection
The custom of lighting a scented candle to unite the powers of body and mind is an age-old ceremony still
practiced by civilizations all over the world today. The flickering flame of a candle, often regarded as a
metaphor for the spiritual soul, has the unmistakable power to unknowingly catch our attention. Its hypnotic
dance slowly tuning out the noise of the world around you and helping you experience a moment of reflection.
It is a simple yet powerful source of meditation which relaxes the body while the mind silently contemplates on
the matters of life.
Soothe body and mind and bring peace to the soul in a journey of the senses that follows the aromatic trail of
centuries old ingredients. From Byzantium, Persia and China to the Himalaya’s and Imperial Japan, the world’s
best perfumers uncovered the finest aromas and composed them into provocative fragrances reminiscent of
the mystic Orient.
The world’s best perfumers uncovered the finest ingredients sourced from the magical lands of the Orient and
created a range of eight uniquely different distinguished perfumes. To accommodate your every mood our
Private Candle Collection consists of four captivatingly fresh and herbaceous aromas in addition to four
exquisite rich scents wrapped in warm and spicy notes.
Discover our new Private Candle Collection. Exclusively scented high quality candles to transform your mood,
enhance the atmosphere and unite the powers of body and mind.
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White Collection
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A gift set with 4 mini candles from the luxury fresh fragrance line
Enjoy the Holy Basil, Goji Berry, Tiger Grass & Green Cardamom candles in a mini version
Perfect to give as a gift or to try out the new line for yourself
When you light the candle for the first time, let it burn for at least 2 hours so that the top layer can
melt for an even burn.

Black Collection
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A gift set with 4 mini candles from the luxury rich fragrance line
Enjoy the Black Oud, Holy Smoke, Incense & Woody Vanilla candles in a mini version
Perfect to give as a gift or to try out the new line for yourself
When you light the candle for the first time, let it burn for at least 2 hours so that the top layer can
melt for an even burn.

Black Oud
The oriental notes together with spices, oud and patchouli are giving this perfume its distinctive character.
Surround yourself with this beautiful fragrance experience and let your mind travel.
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A luxurious, richly fragranced scented candle based on Black Oud
Enjoy 70 hours of the Black Oud candle
The ingredient is supported by an oriental, woody perfume for an elegant and
special atmosphere
When you light the candle for the first time, let it burn for at least 2 hours so that
the top layer can melt for an even burn.

Tip: The woody scent of Oudh is the resin of the agar wood and is the most expensive wood in the world.

Woody Vanilla
A sophisticated and elegant fragrance. Beautiful orchid notes are leading to an intense oriental vanilla heart.
A touch of spices, distinctive woody-smoky accents and the warmth and softness of sandalwood make this
perfume an unforgettable experience.
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A luxurious, richly fragranced scented candle based on Woody Vanilla
Enjoy 70 hours of the Woody Vanilla candle
A divine woody candle which has been specially made with a hint of vanilla
When you light the candle for the first time, let it burn for at least 2 hours so that
the top layer can melt for an even burn.

Tip: Vanilla belongs to the family of orchidaceous and has a rich, sensual and balsamic smell.
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Incense
Spices combined with seductive incense plus a warm and sweet base due to smooth sandalwood and golden
amber. A rich and precious perfume that will fill your home with warmth.
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A luxurious, richly fragranced scented candle based on Incense
Enjoy 70 hours of the Incense candle
Incense is used in religious ceremonies, traditional purification, aromatherapy
and meditation, to create a good mood and to mask less fragrant odours
When you light the candle for the first time, let it burn for at least 2 hours so that
the top layer can melt for an even burn.

Tip: Incense is composed of aromatic plant materials, often combined with essential oils.

Holy Smoke
A fragrance like an open fire - warm and familiar. A sophisticated combination of leathery accords together
with smoky woods, softened by a touch of floral notes and precious musk.
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A luxurious, richly fragranced scented candle based on Rosewood
Enjoy 70 hours of the Holy Smoke candle
Rosewood is known for its relaxing and elegant fragrance
When you light the candle for the first time, let it burn for at least 2 hours so that
the top layer can melt for an even burn.

Tip: Rosewood has a strong sweet smell, which persists over many years, explaining the name rosewood.

Holy Basil
Citrus top notes, aromatic lavender and sage with a precious back of warm patchouli, smoky leather and
sweet sandalwood – a very sophisticated creation.
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A luxurious, freshly fragranced scented candle based on Holy Basil
Enjoy 70 hours of the Holy Basil candle
Holy Basil is the Indian secret for a long and healthy life. It is purifying and
stimulates energy levels
When you light the candle for the first time, let it burn for at least 2 hours so that
the top layer can melt for an even burn.

Tip: Basil is also used for its medicinal properties in Ayurveda, the traditional medicinal system of India.
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Goji Berry
Dark red fruits, crisp and impactful together with sparkling grapefruit are wrapped in a delicate floral
bouquet. An exciting and addictive fragrance.
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A luxurious, freshly fragranced scented candle based on Goji Berries
Enjoy 70 hours of the Goji Berry candle
Goji Berries ensure a generally positive attitude and are also known in China as
"smiley berries"
When you light the candle for the first time, let it burn for at least 2 hours so that
the top layer can melt for an even burn.

Tip: In traditional medicine, the whole fruit or its extracts have numerous implied health effects.

Tiger Grass
Smelling this fragrance is like walking on green grass on a bright sunny day – natural,
fresh and joyful. The green grass is combined with aromatic facets, delicate violet petals
and a distinct earthiness.
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A luxurious, freshly fragranced scented candle based on Tiger Grass
Enjoy 70 hours of the Tiger Grass candle
Experience the scent of freshly mown grass and feel a sense of calm
When you light the candle for the first time, let it burn for at least 2 hours so that the top
layer can melt for an even burn.

Tip: Tiger Grass is a common name for this plant throughout the tropics where it is grown as an ornamental. It
may be used to create the effect of bamboo.

Green Cardamom
A bright and seductive fragrance, combining sparkling mandarin with tingling spices. Woody back notes with
sweet amber and musk are finishing the creation.
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A luxurious, freshly fragranced scented candle based on Green Cardamom
Enjoy 70 hours of the Green Cardamom candle
Cardamom has a strong, unique flavour with an intensely aromatic, resin-style
fragrance
When you light the candle for the first time, let it burn for at least 2 hours so that
the top layer can melt for an even burn.

Tip: Cardamom is a spice made from the seeds of several plants. It is the world's third-most expensive spice,
surpassed in price per weight only by saffron and vanilla.
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